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Abstract 
Drug has a great and crucial role in both the health systems and the quality of life, and 
therefore its shortage can cause great damages. In order to the important role of drugs, 
pharmaceutical supply chain (PSC) should ensure that drugs are delivered to people in 
the right time with the best quality. The supply chain (SC) members have a great 
dependence to each other and share resources and information. This dependence 
increases in recent times due to outsourcing, globalization and rapid innovations in 
information technologies. This increase brings some extent of risk and uncertainty along 
with benefits for them and so, SC coordination is a crucial issue. This paper studies a 
PSC model with a single active pharmaceutical ingredients and a single finish 
pharmaceutical product. For this purpose, decentralized and centralized structures are 
investigated and a coordination mechanism is developed. This mechanism is based on 
the buyback contract in order to encourage the SC members to make decision by 
considering each other's profit to simulate the condition of decentralized SC versus 
centralized one. In order to demonstrate the effect of the proposed coordination model, 
numerical examples and sensitivity analysis are provided. The results show that by 
applying buy back contract, in coordination structure the order amount of raw material 
and the profits of the pharmaceutical supply chain will increase so it can effect on the 
amount of manufacturing orders. By using buy back contract, the profit of each SC 
member increases in comparison with the decentralized decision-making structure. 
Keywords: Supply chain coordination, buyback contract, pharmaceutical products. 
 

1-Introduction 
   Pharmaceutical supply chain plays an essential role in keeping and enhancing the health of society 
which reveals the significant distinction of this chain compared to another chains. As the medicines are 
critical and strategic products; procuring them is one of the major challenges specifically in developing 
countries (Jaberidoost et al., 2013). According to (Sundaramoorthy et al., 2004) the PSC includes two 
production levels: primary and secondary. The primary production level makes the basic molecules called 
the active pharmaceutical ingredients (APIs).One of the most important features of APIs is that the time 
of expired date for APIs product can be extended. Whereas, the secondary production level involves 
formulating APIs into final medicines and supplying finished form of medicines to various end users like 
drug stores, hospitals and etc., called finish product manufacturer (FP).The final part of PSC is customers. 
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Figure 1 illustrates a pharmaceutical supply chain flow chart. 
 

 
 

Fig 1. Flowchart of pharmaceutical produce 
 
   The main goal of pharmaceutical supply chains is to provide sufficient medicine in the right time under 
the best quality with an appropriate price (Jaberidoost et al., 2013). Hence, optimal PSC policies can 
ensure that the appropriate medicines under standard conditions will be delivered to people at the right 
time (Jaberidoost et al., 2013) and (Kaufmann et al. 2005). However, supply chain optimization is now a 
major discipline for operations and management. The PSC optimization problem requires to be extended 
by sophisticated supply chain optimization techniques (Shah, 2004). The existing knowledge about PSC 
is mostly limited to individual’s personal experiences and thus, technical basis has been less considered in 
the literature.According to Privett et al. (2014), interviews with experts in pharmaceutical industries 
illustrated that ten major challenges exist in the PSC field of study, which are as follows, respectively;(1) 
lack of coordination in the pharmaceutical supply chain, which has been recognized as the first and most 
fundamental issue, (2) Inventory Management, (3) Lack of demand information, (4) Depending on human 
resources, (5) Order Management, (6) Shortages in the supply chain, (7) Expiration date, (8) Warehouse 
management, (9) Temperature control, and (10) Transportation. As a result, proposing a coordinated 
model in a pharmaceutical supply chain could be of high significance. In the pharmaceutical industry, for 
raw material or API, it is possible to extend the expiration date which is known as retest date by using 
their chemical properties which is approved by the international guidelines like WHO1 and PICs2. The 
API manufacturer can extend the retest date of a specific batch by reprocess or rework the expired API 
based on good science and long-term stability results for that API and also testing the specific batch 
stored according to the label conditions. The purpose of a retest date is to ensure the API is suitable for 
using. In real world pharmaceutical systems in IRAN, FP manufacturers such as DarouPakhsh 
Pharmaceutical Mfg Company face challenges regarding the expiration of purchased raw materials in 
their inventory systems. On the other hand, API manufacturers such as Temad Company are able to 
extend the expiration of raw materials by spending money. Therefore, the FP and API manufacturers 
could make an agreement to jointly reduce the risk of expiring raw materials in the system. 
   This paper tries to provide a model for coordinating a two echelon PSC by using the purchasing return 
contract (buy back contract). Our SC consists of one API manufacturer as an upstream member and one 
FP manufacturer as a downstream member. The decision variable for the downstream is the order 
quantity. Our SC will be investigated in three structures: (1) decentralized decision-making, (2) 
centralized decision-making, and (3) coordination decision-making. In decentralized SC each member 
makes a decision according to its benefit regardless of the other SC's profit. However, the upstream 
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member has no decision variable, but the downstream decision will directly affect his benefit. In 
centralized structure a central manager makes decision by considering all the aspects of SC. However, by 
joint-making one can find the optimal profit of the SC, but implementing this structure for real situation is 
complex and also not feasible due to the independent nature of SC entities. Finally in a coordinated SC 
we try to simulate the condition of decentralized SC to centralized oneby using contract. The buyback 
contract is applied as a coordination mechanism in order to increase SC profits along with the both SC 
members. In our model, the order quantity is considered as downstream decision variable. In addition, 
market demand is assumed to be stochastic and has a normal distribution. FP manufacturer orders less 
than optimal order quantity, because of time limitation for using raw material. The purpose of developing 
buy back contract is to encourage the downstream member to increase the number of its orders based on 
the entire SC perspective.   
  The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; section 2 provides a literature review, section 3 
discusses the problem statement, section 4 presents the model in centralized, decentralized and 
coordination structures, section 5 presents numerical examples and sensitivity analysis. Finally, section 6 
presents the conclusion. 
 
2-Literature review 
   Supply chain decision-making structures include; decentralized and centralized structures. Under 
decentralized structure, each member decides based on his own profits regardless of the other SC 
members. While under centralized decision-making structure, a decision maker (DM) makes decisions by 
considering all the aspects of a SC. Although, the centralized structure is more efficient for the whole SC 
but it may not provide an optimum condition for all the SC members. Also, in real situations, most of the 
pharmaceutical supply chains are managing under decentralized decision-making structure. There are 
various methods to coordinate the supply chain, such as delay in payment (Heydari et al., 2017-1) and 
(Heydari , 2015-1) and (Hojati et al., 2017) , cost sharing (Johari et al., 2018), sales rebate contract 
(Heydari  et al., 2016-1), collaborative model (Nematollahi  et al., 2017-1), discount contract (Heydari  et 
al., 2015-2) and (Heydari, , 2014-1) and (Johari et al., 2017-1) and Pricing scheme (Heydari  et al., 2017-
2) and (Heydari  et al., 2016-2), lead time contract and aggregation (Heydari  et al., 2014-2) and (Heydari 
et al., 2016-3) and (Johari  et al., 2017-2) and buyback contracts (Heydari  et al., 2017-3). Mechanism of 
applying buyback contract in a two echelon supply chain consists of one upstream and one downstream 
can be defined as; due to the demand uncertainties, surplus inventory which can be led to extra costs for 
the SC downstream member at the end of period. Thus, downstream member generally orders less 
quantity than the optimal order quantity in the decentralized structure, which has negative effects on the 
supply chain performance and profitability. Hence, the upstream member offers buying back the surplus 
inventory at a lower price (Nan et al., 2016). Xiong et al (2011) considered a two echelon supply chain 
and introduced a composite contract by combining a buy back contract with quantity flexibility contract. 
Wei and tang (2013), analyzed the coordination of a Stackelberg model based on the buyback contract 
predominated by the supplier. Then they obtained the Nash equilibrium solution to this model where the 
wholesale price and maximum buyback rate are determined by the supplier and the order quantity is 
determined by the retailer with respect to the market stochastic demand. Li et al., (2012) developed two 
stochastic models for centralized channel and a decentralized one to handle new fashion and off-season 
product sales. They investigated optimal pricing and order policies in supply chain management of 
fashion products with considering product return between supply chain partners (B2B). The authors 
proposed the Stackelberg game model in the decentralized channel to derive the optimal equilibrium 
solution and then designed a buyback contract to coordinate the channel. The authors motivated by the 
actuality of supply chain channel issues in the fashion product industry, especially in the clothing 
industry. Yao et al. (2008), presented an analytical model. They used numerical methods with Stackelberg 
game to analyze the impact of stochastic and price dependent demand on buyback contract in a single-
period model. (Yanhong et al., 2013) realized that supply chain decision makers are not completely 
rational and their behavior will be affected by some factors such as fairness preference, loss aversion, 
sympathy and disgust. But most of the related articles did not consider fairness preference. Yan (2012) 
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constructed a reverse chain system with one manufacturer and one retailer under demand uncertainty, by 
using buyback contract as coordination mechanism in a reverse supply chain. Devangan et al. (2013) 
designed an individually rational buyback contract that coordinates the supply chain when the retailer 
faces inventory-level-dependent demand and any leftover inventory at the retailer can be returned to the 
supplier at a pre-specified terms. In return policy of purchasing, upstream member re-buy the part or all of 
the remained or not sold products of downstream with a determined price, as a result a downstream 
persuades to order more. Upstream wants to increase service levels of downstream member and also to 
increase the sale amount of the entire chain by this policy. One of the most important effects of the supply 
chain coordination (SCC) is to improve the customer service level (Wang et al., 2015). Nematollahi et al 
(2017-2) investigated a two echelon PCS, including one manufacturer and one retailer with stochastic 
demand, they showedthat collaborative decision-making on visit interval and service level could be more 
profitable socially and economically, also they (Nematollahi et al., 2017-1) develop a model for 
coordination social responsibility and quantity order in a two level supply chain. In the previous literature 
in the field of supply chain coordination, there are few researches which are dealt withhealth systems and 
pharmaceutical supply chain. Obviously, pharmaceutical supply chain has a critical role in developing the 
health of each society. Due to the unique features observed in the pharmaceutical systems, it is of high 
importance to customize the coordination methods by considering real assumptions. Reprocess 
technology and ability to extend the expiration date of raw materials in the pharmaceutical industry can be 
considered as specific issues in this industry. Using this opportunity, an API manufacturer could reduce 
the risk of expiration of raw materials for the FP manufacturer by spending money. To create a more 
realistic model, in this study, we propose a customized buy-back contract in which an API manufacturer 
and a FP manufacturer coordinate their decisions regarding order quantity using reprocess technology. 
Although buy-back contract has been widely investigated in the literature, this is the first study that 
applies the buy-back contract for coordinating order quantity based on the unique features of 
pharmaceutical industry. Minimum and maximum amounts of buy-back price are extracted. 
 
3- Problem statement 
3-1- Notations 
   A supply chain including an API manufacture as an upstream member and a FP manufacturer as a 
downstream member is studied which relates to B2B3 supply chain. The SC structure is decentralized and 
each SC member makes decisions by optimizing its own objective. The aim of the FP and API objectives 
in the PSC is to maximize their own expected profits. The SC provides single type of product. The FP 
inventory model can be described by newsvendor model. 
Notations are as follows: 
Parameters 

purchase cost for Active ingredients MA 
The cost of producing raw material CA 
The Price for API PA 
The cost of producing drug CF 
The Price of finished form of drugs PF 
Market demand that has a normal distribution function D 
Mean of the drug demand per unit of time 𝜇𝜇 
Standard deviation of the drug demand 𝜎𝜎 
Reprocessing cost X 
Unsatisfied demand γ 
The cost of annihilation θ 
The percent of surplus quantity of raw material after reprocessing     α 

3Business-to-business (B2B) refers to a situation where one business makes a commercial transaction with another. This typically 
occurs when: A business is sourcing materials for their production process. 

                                                      



 
Decision Variables  

The buyback price b 
Order quantity of raw material form FP Q 

 
3-2- Definition 
   In decentralized structure each SC member makes a decision due to his income. At the beginning of 
each time period the downstream member orders raw material from the upstream member. The amount of 
his order is lower than the optimum amount of quantity order since the demand is probabilistic and the 
surplus inventory remaining after the expiration date must be annihilated which bring costs. In this case 
the upstream member has no decision variable. Therefore the downstream decision has two consequences: 
first one is the negative effect on profit of the both upstream and the whole SC and the other is having 
lower amount than the optimum order quantity which will cause to lose some part of demands. 
According to the international guide lines, API manufacturer can reprocess the expired raw material and 
extend the consumption time. By considering this option; API manufacturer can motivate the FP 
manufacturer to increase the amount of order quantity by ensuring him to reprocess the surplus remained 
inventory in order to eliminate the annihilation cost. 
According to the expiration status of this PSC it seems that the best contract for making coordination is a 
buyback contract. In buy back contract, the upstream member buys surplus inventory and persuade the 
downstream member to increase his order amount by decreasing the risk of remaining inventory at the 
end of each period. So API manufacture will buy the expired raw material and reprocess it to be used 
again. Reprocessing is a chemical process, as it is known the efficiency of processes are lower than 100 
percent so by reprocessing, some part of the raw material will be lost due to the nature of chemical 
processes. The percent of the crops that will remain after processing is shown with α. After reprocessing,α 
will be sold to FP manufacture again with the PA. 

 
3-3-Basic assumptions 
   The other assumptions in this study are as follows: 
1. The distribution of drug demand is probabilistic and follows a normal distribution with the 

parameters𝜇𝜇 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝜎𝜎2. 
2. The SC studied in this paper consists of an API and a FP with one type of production. 
3. API can be used again even after expiration date. 
4. API pharmaceutical can provide the option to FP manufacturer and develop the consumption time of 

drugs. 
5. It is possible to extend the expiration date or retest date of a raw material and by using this option can 

extend the profit of each member of SC. 
 
4- Model 
   In this section, mathematical models are developed for decentralized, centralized and coordinated 
structures of SC. According to the existing literature, the best structure of decision making in PSC is 
decentralizing. 
4-1- Decentralized SC model 
Figure 2 shows the decentralized decision making structure of the supply chain. 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig 2. Decentralized SC 
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   In traditional form of decision making in SC, each member attempts to maximize his own profit. But 
value of some variables affect the profit of the other member in SC and it’s a challenge for each SC to 
optimize the profit of each member by considering the SC's efficiency. 
 
4-1-1-Optimization FP profit in decentralized structure 
   At the beginning of each period, FP orders a quantity of Q raw material according to the market 
demand, which is described by a Normal distribution and the API produces Q and delivers it to the FP. 
The FP sales drugs at the fixed price of𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 which is determined based on the required regulations. The API 
sales raw material at the price 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 which is determined by considering the world price, costs of production 
and the price of FP. The marginal cost of producing API and drugs is 𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 and 𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹respectively. The cost of 
purchasing pharmacy active ingredients is 𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴.At the end of each period surplus amount of raw material 
will be annihilated with cost of 𝜃𝜃 and the SC can have unsatisfied demand with the cost of𝛾𝛾. 
γ = 𝑃𝑃F − PA − CF + 1 (1) 
θ = 𝑃𝑃A + CF (2) 

According to the classic newsvendor model, when there is no coordination between the API and the FP 
manufacturer, the FP's profit function will be as Eq.(3). As it is obvious, the profitability of FP formula 
consists of the deviation between the cost of productionCFQ1, cost of purchasing raw materialPAQ1 , cost 
of annihilation θE[(Q1 − D)+] and cost of unsatisfied demand γE[(D− Q1)+]and the income quantity 
which is showed by PFE[min (Q1. D)]. 
 

E[πFP] = PFE[min (Q1. D)] − CFQ1 − PAQ1 − θE[(Q1 − D)+]− γE[(D− Q1)+] (3) 

As calculations are shown in appendix, the profit will be achieved as follows; 

(4) 
 

E[πFP] = PFE[D] + θE[D] − CFQ1 − PAQ1 − θQ1 − (PF + θ + γ){�σfs �
Q1 − µ
σ

��

+ (µ − Q1)(1− FS(
Q1 − µ
σ

))} 
Where fsand FS are the probability density function and the cumulated probability function, respectively, 
for standard normal distribution. 
In order to maximize profit of FP manufacturer, it must be shown differentiable profit function of FP is 
concave; then the optimal order quantity can be calculated as follows: 
The first and second derivatives of the FP profit function related to Q1 are as follows, respectively. 

(5) 
∂π
∂Q1

= −(CF + PA + θ) − (PF + θ + γ)(FS �
Q1 − µ
σ

� − 1) 

(6) 
∂2π
∂Q1

2 = −(PF + θ + γ)(fs �
Q1 − µ
σ

�) < 0 

The second derivative is negative, so the profit function is concave. By setting the first derivative of a FP 
profit function, the optimal order quantity can be obtained as: 

(7) Q1 = F−1 �
(CF + PA + θ)
−(PF + θ + γ) + 1�σ + µ 

 
4-1-2-Optimization API profit in decentralized structure 
   API profit function under decentralized structure includes the difference between the cost of producing 
and cost of purchasing the API ingredients and income of API and is as follows; 

       (8) πAPI = PAQ1 − CAQ1 − MAQ1     
 
In decentralized structure, the upstream member has no decision parameter so the downstream decision 
will directly effect on the API profit. 
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4-2- Centralized Supply chain 
   In centralized structure, one main central organizer makes decision for all members of the SC, so the 
decision variables of SC are globally optimized. In this paper the main assumption in centralized SC is 
that in this structure the upstream member can provide the option of reprocessing the raw material sold to 
downstream member and receiving the retest date. Figure 3 displays the centralized structure of the 
supply chain. In the centralized SC, the amount of surplus raw material reprocessed with cost of x is equal 
to 𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴+𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴

2
  , the reprocessing of raw material is a chemical process, as mentioned before the inherent 

feature of processes is that the efficiency of them are lower than 100 percent, by doing reprocess on raw 
material, the percentage part remained after reprocessing is shown by𝛼𝛼(which is related to the process 
efficiency).  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig 3. Centralized SC 
 
   Moreover, the cost of annihilation is removed in this structure. Therefore, the SC profit is expressed as 
follows. The first part is income of SC by selling the products which is calculated by the production of the 
price of FP to the selling quantity, the next term is the cost of producing raw material, next one is the 
purchasing cost of starting material for producing raw material, next part is the reprocessing cost of 
expired raw material, the 6th part is the cost of missed customers and the final part show the income of SC 
obtained by selling the reprocessed raw material. 

(9) E[πSC] = PFE[min (Q2. D)] − CAQ2 − MAQ2 − CFQ2 − xE[(Q2 − D)+] − γE[(D− Q2)+]
+ αPFE[(Q− D)+] 

Some simplifications are as follows (for detailed see Appendix): 

(10) 
E[πSC] = PFE[D] + (X−∝ PF)E[D]− CAQ2 −MAQ2 − CFQ2 − (X−∝ PF)Q2 − (PF + γ +
X−∝ PF)](σfs(Q2−μ

σ
)  + (μ− Q2)(1 − FS(Q2−μ

σ
)) 

The first order derivative of the SC profit function with respect to Q2 is: 

(11) 
 

∂π
∂Q2

= −(CF + X−∝ PF + CA + MA) − (X−∝ PF)Q2 − (PF + γ + X−

∝ PF)(FS �
Q2 − μ

σ
� − 1) 

The second order derivative of the SC profit function with respect to Q2 is: 

(12) 
∂2π
∂Q2

2 = −(X−∝ PF)Q2 − (PF + γ + X−∝ PF)(fs �
Q2 − μ

σ
�) < 0 

The second derivative of the SC profit function is negative, so the profit function is concave. For 
calculating the optimal order quantity, the first derivative function must be equal to zero. 

(13) Q2 = F−1 �
(CF + X−∝ PF + CA + MA)

−(PF + γ + X−∝ PF) + 1�σ + µ 

The optimal amount of quantity order is calculated as Q2 . Although Q2is an optimal amount of order 
quantity, but it can't be used in decentralized supply chain since the independent economic entity of SC 
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downstream members make a decision according to his profit. As being explained downstream member 
order lower than the optimal order because of the uncertain demand and cost of surplus inventory, and 
upstream member has no decision variable in this situation in order to simulate a condition of 
decentralized SC to centralized one. Finally it is recommended that optimum decision for a SC is to use 
coordination contract such as buy back contract. 
 
4-3- Coordinated supply chain 
   The aim of implementing coordination contract is to encourage SC members to make a decision by 
considering the profit of the other members in a SC to simulate a decentralized SC to a centralized one 
which is ideal for a specific SC. There is much difference between coordination contracts which can 
coordinate the structure of SC for example buy back, quantity discount, delay in payment and etc. The 
main reason of accepting a contract is that the profit of each member by using the contract is equal or 
more than the decentralized structure. 
   In this paper the API is a perishable product since the FP manufacture order less than the optimal order 
quantity by using this strategy which will effect on the profit of API manufacturer. By considering this 
fact that API manufacture can reprocess the Expired API and sell it to use again by putting this option for 
FP manufacture can persuade the FP manufacture to buy more. According to the condition of SC the best 
choice of contract which can be used is buy back contract. 
   For supply chain coordination the equation𝑄𝑄 ∗= 𝑄𝑄2 must be hold. This means that the optimal order 
quantity in centralized SC is the same under coordinated SC. In the coordinated SC, the API manufacturer 
buys surplus raw material from the FP manufacturer with price b which is lower than 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴 and reprocess 
them and the volume of production has been reprocessed, the cost of reprocess is x, After reprocessing the 
API can produce finished form of drugs and sale with price 𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴.The FP profit function is the difference 
between summation of cost and income. The cost includes the cost of production, the cost of purchasing 
raw material, cost of unsatisfied demand and consequently the incomes is equal to the summation of sold 
products to customers and remained raw material to API with price of b, where the function is as follows; 

 (14) πFP∗∗ = PF𝐸𝐸[min{Q2, D}]− PAQ2 − CFQ2 + bE[(Q2 − D)+] − γE[(D− Q2)+ 
By some simplifications the profit function of FP will be achieved as follows; 

(15) 
πFP∗∗ = PFE[D]− bE[D] − PAQ2 − CFQ2 + bQ2 − (PF + γ − b)(σfs �

Q2 − µ
σ

�

+ (µ − Q2)�1− Fs �
Q2 − µ
σ

�� 

 
   Similarly, the profit function of API manufacture is shown in equation 16. The API profit function in a 
coordinated structure equals the difference between costs which include purchasing cost of API raw 
material ingredients, producing cost of API, purchasing cost of surplus raw material from FP at the end of 
each time period and reprocessing cost of surplus material with incomes of sale API to FP. 

    (16) πAPI∗∗ = PAQ2 − MAQ2 − CAQ2 − bE[(Q2 − D)+] + αPAE[(Q2 − D)+]− XE[(Q2 − D)+]   

    (17) 
πAPI∗∗ = (b + x − αPA)E[D] + Q2(PA − CA − MA − b − x + αPA)− (b + x

− αPA)(σfs �
Q2 − µ
σ

� + (µ − Q2)�1 − Fs �
Q2 − µ
σ

�� 

 
   Both members accept a coordination plan if their profit under coordination model is equal or more than 
decentralized one. We applied buy back contract as the coordination mechanism. The coordination 
parameter is b. Then for calculating b, we used conditions which are appealing for each SC member.  
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   The minimum acceptable of b is determined according to the downstream member’s perspective. And 
therefore, the minimum amount of b is determined by the inequity of FP manufacturer profit function 
under the coordination and decentralized models. 
πFP∗∗ ≥ πFP (18) 

PFE[D] − bE[D] − PAQ2 − CFQ2 + bQ2 − (PF + γ − b)(σfs �
Q2 − µ
σ

�

+ (µ − Q2)�1− Fs �
Q2 − µ
σ

��

≥ PFE[D] + θE[D] − CFQ1 − PAQ1 − θQ1 − (PF + θ + γ){�σfs �
Q1 − µ
σ

��

+ (µ − Q1)�1− FS �
Q1 − µ
σ

��} 

(19) 

The minimum value of b is; 

b ≥
θE[D] − Q1(PA + CF + θ) − A(PF + θ + γ) + Q2(PA + CF) + B(PF + γ)

−E[D] + Q2 + B
= 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (20) 

In which,  

A = (σfs(
Q1 − µ
σ

)  + (µ − Q1
∗)(1 − FS �

Q1 − µ
σ

�) (21) 

B = (σfs(
Q2 − µ
σ

)  + (µ − Q2)(1 − FS �
Q2 − µ
σ

�) (22) 

The maximum acceptable amount of b is obtained based on upstream member's view point. Hence, the 
maximum amount of b is calculated by the inequity of API manufacturer profit function in the 
coordination and decentralized models. 
πAPI∗∗ ≥ πAPI (23) 

(b + x − αPA)E[D] + Q2(PA − CA − MA − b − x + αPA) − (b + x − αPA)(σfs �
Q2 − µ
σ

�

+ (µ − Q2)�1− Fs �
Q2 − µ
σ

�� ≥ PAQ1 − CAQ1 − MAQ1 
(24) 

The maximum value of b is (the amount of A and B is calculated in formula no.8 and no.9) 
 

b ≤
−PAQ1 + MAQ1 + CAQ1 + (x − αPA)E[D] + PAQ2 − MAQ2 − CAQ2 − XQ2 + αPAQ2 − B(X − αPA)

−E[D] + Q2 + B
= 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

(25) 

 
If the interval [bmin,bmax] is not empty, then by using each value in this interval as the buyback price, 
channel will reach coordination. 
 
5- Numerical example 
   In order to investigate the performance of the developed models, a set of test problems is provided 
using Matlab 2008a to solve the model. Associated data for the three investigated test problems are 
indicated in table (1). 
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Table1. Numerical examples 
TP#1 Parameters 

10 MA 
12 CA 
30 PA 
6 CF 

65 PF 
11 x 
0.5 α 
30 γ 
36 θ 

900 μ 
300 σ 

 
The results of the models implementation for three numerical examples are shown in table (2). 
 

Table 2. Results of solving the numerical examples 
TP#1  

Decentralized SC model 
863 𝑄𝑄1 

6900.7 𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴  
10543 𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴 

17443.7 𝜋𝜋𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶  
Centralized SC model 

1305 𝑄𝑄2 
29766 𝜋𝜋𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶  

Coordination SC model 
0.4608 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 

12.4821 𝑏𝑏𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 
6.4714 b 
9397 𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴∗∗  

13064 𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴∗∗  
22461 𝜋𝜋𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶 

 
The investigated pharmaceutical supply chain can be coordinated using each value of b in the interval 
[bmin, bmax]. In the numerical example, we assume that both members agree to set 
b=(bmin+bmax)/2.According to table (2), it can be concluded that by using the buyback contract the SC's 
profit in coordinated structures is more than decentralized one. Logical relationship between the amounts 
of profits can be shown as follows; 
 

𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 < 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 < 𝜋𝜋𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 
 
   The order quantity, Q in the centralized SC is equal to the coordination structure and more than 
decentralized ones. The increase in order quantity reduces the risk of unsatisfied demand in the supply 
chain. Especially in pharmaceutical supply chain where pharmaceutical products have direct impact on 
maintaining and restoring society health. As a result, increasing the order quantity is of great achievement 
in the buyback contract. Both the upstream and downstream profits increased so it can be concluded that 
the proposed contract is successful to achieve coordination in a supply chain. 
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   Parameter b show the price of expired raw material which is sold by FP manufacturer to API 
manufacturer, to calculate the parameter b, this feature is used to implement the contract in the supply 
chain where the profit of each member must be equal to or more than its profit in decentralized structure. 
The coordination parameter is b. The minimum amount of b is determined by downstream and the 
maximum amount of b is determined by upstream member, any b in this range is feasible in the model. 
 
5-1- Sensitivity analysis 
   A set of sensitivity analyses are examined. And parameters for sensitivity analysis are taken from test 
problem 1. 
 
5-1-1- Price of buy-back 
   Figure 4 illustrate how the surplus profit of implementation buyback contract divided between upstream 
and downstream member according to amount of b. As it's obvious in figure4, the total expected profit of 
SC in the coordinated structure is 𝜋𝜋𝐴𝐴 + 𝜋𝜋𝐹𝐹 = 22461regardless of the b value. Sharing the deviation profit 
[(about 5017) between coordinated SC's profit (22461) and decentralized SC's profit (17444)] depends on 
the value of b. If b is defined at its lower bound (0.4608) then the expected FP profit is the same as before 
having contract (i.e. 10543). All of the increased profits are received by API. On the contrary, if the b is 
defined at its upper bound (12.4824), the expected profit of the API is the same as before having contract 
(6900.7). All of the increased profits are obtained by FP. Any value outside the range of [0.4608-12.4824] 
is not acceptable, because one of the SC members will receive the worse expected profit in such a 
contract. 
 

 
Fig 4. Distribution of profit in a coordinated SC 

 
5-1-2- Uncertainty 
   Figure 5 shown the relation between SC profit and uncertainty which is shown by 𝜎𝜎. In real world 
uncertainty is a most important parameter which is effect on make a decision, in figure 5 illustrated, the 
deviation between SC profit in the coordinated and decentralized structures will increase.by noting this 
result and this fact that uncertainty is an inherent item of real world it could be concluded in real world 
applying the coordination model is efficient. 
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Fig 5.The trend of increasing uncertainty and its impact on the SC profit 

 
5-1-3- The percent of surplus quantity of raw material after reprocessing 
   Figure 6 illustrates the changes of b by increasing𝛼𝛼.As shown in figure 6, by increasing 𝛼𝛼 the interval 
[bmin,bmax] tightens. In other word, the distance between bmin and bmax becomes smaller. In addition, on the 
high value of𝛼𝛼, the difference between bmin and bmax is minimized and b is so smaller than the price of sale 
and the cost of annihilation which is more appropriate in practice and can motivate the API and the FP to 
accept coordination policy. 
 

 
Fig 6.The trend of increasing α and its effect on b 

 
5-1-4- The Price for API 
   To investigate the impacts of increasing the price of API which is shown by Pa on the profit of the 
entire supply chain and its members, a set of sensitivity analyses are conducted. Figures 7, 8, and9, 
illustrate the changes of supply chain and their members' profitability in the decentralized, centralized and 
coordinated structures over increasing Pa respectively. As the expected profit of API increases that is 
showed in figure 5. According to figure 6, the profit of FP decreased in both coordinated and 
decentralized structures. But the reduction in coordinated structure is smaller than the decentralized ones. 
The profitability of the supply chain is examined in the figure 9. The supply chain profit in the 
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coordinated structure reaches to the centralized model by increasing the PA, which implies the efficiency 
of increasing PA strategy in the coordinated supply chain. 
   It can be concluded that in a decentralized structure the result of increasing PA is missing the market but 
in coordinated structure it's feasible to increase the API price without missing market. So it's one of the 
nest strategies can be used to increase profit from API manufacturer without putting great effects on the 
API market. 
 

 
Fig 7.The trend of an increase in the price of raw material on the profit of the API producer 

 

 
 
 

Fig 8.The trend of an increase in the price of raw material on the profit of the FP producer 
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Fig 9.The trend of an increase in the price of raw material on the profit of the SC producer 

 
6- Conclusion 
   Supply chain management and optimization is a critical aspect of modern enterprises and a flourishing 
research area. Recent changes in the operating environment reveal that companies are revisiting the 
components of their supply chains and identifying the way of extracting additional benefits from them. In 
this paper a two level pharmaceutical supply chain, including one API manufacturer as upstream member 
and one FP manufacturer as downstream member are investigated. The aim of the proposed model is the 
coordination of supply chain by using the buyback contract. The major contribution of this paper is 
considering the retest date in API pharmaceutical which means after touching the expiration date or 
decreasing the product quality over the time, it can reprocess the raw material and use the primary 
material for producing finished form of drugs. The buyback contract can improve not only the API profit, 
but also the profit of both individual SC actors and the wholesale SC. In other words, a win-win situation 
is achieved in this situation. The buyback price b is expressed as a feasible range; this implies that a 
buyback contract has flexibility when put into practice. The choice of b depends on the relative 
contractual power of the SC actors. Also an appropriate buyback contract can increase FP order quantity 
in the SC which in turn improves the SC service level and its efficiency respectively. 
By noting the result of sensitivity analysis, it shows that the buyback contract is more effective under high 
demand uncertainty.  
   To extend the current model, it can be interesting to consider the coordination scheme for complicated 
SC decisions such as multi echelons inventory policies. Moreover, considering more than one product in a 
SC is suggested for the future directions. 
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